
Patrick Chan’s big leap 

The Canadian figure skater was once terrified of the quad jump. At the world championships, 
he will perform three. 
 

 

To Patrick Chan, Brian Holtham must seem like a mystical "skate whisperer". Holtham's 
exacting methodology from a machinist background is transferred over to skate sharpening 
and tuning.  
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THE PROPULSION  

Brian Holtham needs 70 minutes to sharpen, clean and inspect Chan’s skates. 

Each Edea Concerto boot is anchored with an English Phantom blade — a high-carbon 
descendant of 5,000-year-old hand-carved antlers found in Finland. The skates have been 
fastened to machines Holtham built in Mississauga 13 years ago to better prepare skaters like 
his daughter, Paulette, and her close friend, Chan, since Holtham grew tired of paying for 
sloppy sharpening jobs at retail stores. 

“It always took my daughter two or three days to get used to her skates,” says the retired 
industrial fitter machinist, who now operates Precision Blade Honing Enterprises. 

Unlike the free-hand grinding for hockey skates — zing, zing, zing, and $7 later you get your 
Bauers back — pattern grinding is consistent. It carves ultra-sharp edges for Chan which are 
measured and inspected by Holtham, who’s kept a file on the Canadian champ’s preferences 
since 2003 and a blueprint of the Phantom blade for accuracy. 

Chan has two pairs of skates in play each season, using them equally to minimize wear 
differences. He replaces them yearly. Once a month he gets them to Holtham for a $35 
sharpening in a system that speaks to Chan’s ability to charm: he asks Toronto-area skaters 
visiting Colorado Springs to bring them home. Parents or friends will shuttle them to 
Mississauga. 

Chan or Holtham then arranges for another skater to fly back with them. 



“I say, ‘Take the suitcase, my skates are in it, it’s just a matter of life and death and I’m going 
to kill you if you lose them — and oh, can you bring them back, too?’ ” Chan says. 

“The people back home are so nice. They’ll say, ‘Don’t worry Patrick, we’ll look after them like 
gold.’ ” 

Going for gold depends on those skates. 

Chan ties them loosely, like he’s wearing running shoes. He keeps hard skate guards on until 
the moment he steps on the ice — debris on rubber matting nicks blades, which can lead to 
edges being stripped off completely. 

The slim, steely surface can’t be flawed when the quad ignites. 

His left blade’s six triangular teeth are the driving point when, right knee bent and arms 
about to curl inward, Chan pushes off and upward to his left, says jumping expert Deborah 
Kingof Ithaca College in New York. 

“The toe pick digs in and turns, like a ballerina would pirouette in toeshoes,” explains the 
associate professor in Ithaca’s department of exercise and sport sciences. 

The posterior chain of muscles is engaged, contracting, as Chan gains angular momentum. 
His outstretched arms begin to tightly cross his chest. He becomes an axis from the top of his 
head down to his legs, crossed at the ankles. 

The takeoff is vital for proper positioning. In the air, there’s no time to adjust for mistakes. 

“Once you have your angular momentum, you’re stuck with what you’ve got,” King says. 

There’s virtually no time to think, either, says former Olympic and world champion Brian 
Boitano. Just a strobe of insight. 

“You’re in the air and you have this very slight thought of ‘It’s good’ or ‘It’s bad.’ ” 

 

   

 

Patrick Chan is at the apex of a dangerous jump. Everyone in the arena knows it. 

The figure skater will spin four times in the air in less than a second, faster than it takes for 
the audience to blink twice. A whisper of error — hips a centimetre too low, elbows not 



tucked in — means his skates will splay and his whirling, descending 148 pounds will slap 
meatily across the ice. 

No wonder few men attempt the quad. 

It is figure skating’s beast — its four-minute mile, its 50-goal season. An all-or-nothing nail-
biter that’s as much about masculinity as it is about marks. 

During last year’s Vancouver Winter Games, Russian veteran Evgeni Plushenko infamously 
sneered that quad-less Olympic rivals were less than manly. 

At the time, Chan was one of them. Fifth in Vancouver, didn’t even attempt a quad. 

But next week at the Moscow world championships he will perform three — two in his long 
program, one in the short. 

How did he get there? 

It took 240 straight days of practice, $150,000 worth of training, a science-savvy coach, and 
tips from a famous 1988 Brian (not the one you’d guess) to turn a sliver of time — 0.7 
seconds to complete four rotations — into one of Chan’s marquee moves. 

The skater who once claimed quads were not necessary to win major events now can’t 
imagine routines without them. 

“It’s a true test in figure skating,” Chan says from Colorado Springs, where he works with 
jumping coach Christy Krall. 

“This is what elite athletes do.” 

The elite group is small. Chan is among about half a dozen men who routinely attempt the 
high-flying twists in major competitions. The group includes Japan’s Daisuke Takahashi, 
who edged Chan for gold at last year’s worlds. 

“The quad adds a risk value, and you need to have a risk value,” says Elvis Stojko, one of the 
four-fathers of the Canadian Quad Squad along with Kurt Browning — the first figure skater 
to complete one in competition. 

“Patrick’s got that now.” 
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